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Approach

The Partnership aims to:
- ensure that voices of the most marginalised are heard; so that governments deliver on the promise
- catalyse sustained action, commitment and responsibility that is needed from the global community (including governments, private sector, civil society, UN, international organisations and citizens) to implement the Global Goals so that no one is left behind.

To help secure a long-term broader partnership to turn it into a reality.

There are three principles at the core:

- EXAMINE
- ENGAGE
- EMPOWER
Achievements to date

- **30 national dialogues** taking place around the world from Fiji to the Philippines to Rwanda to Peru reaching approximately 3,000 people.
- **Global report** establishing a baseline of who the poorest 20% of people are globally.
- Online survey reaching over **3,500 respondents** from 40 different countries.
- Global Goals mobile campaign launched in September 2016 reaching up to **2.34 billion customers** sharing content including from the LNB partnership.
- **Film shown to Heads of State** at opening of UN General Assembly and around the world.
- **High-level events hosted** with Ministers at the High Level Political Forum (July 2016) and at the UN General Assembly (September 2016).
Produce and socialise data to improve understanding of who is being left behind, where and why.

- Wealthier than global median
- Wealth greater than P20, but below global median
- Wealth in the global P20
LEAVE NO ONE BEHIND TOOLKIT

THE WORLD IN 2030
No woman or girl will experience abuse, exploitation or violence.

2030
No girl or woman experiences physical or sexual violence

2015
35% girls and women experience physical or sexual violence

2000
Up to 50% girls and women experience physical or sexual violence

GOAL 16
PEACE, JUSTICE AND STRONG INSTITUTIONS
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National dialogues in 30 countries:

**Africa**: Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Tanzania, Togo, Uganda, Zimbabwe

**MENA**: Palestine, Sudan, Syria

**Latin America**: Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, El Salvador, Jamaica, Peru

**Asia**: Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Cambodia, East Timor, India, Nepal, Pakistan, the Philippines, Tajikistan

**Pacific**: Fiji

Other countries are also hosting related LNB dialogues, eg. Australia, Germany

All supporting resources available on the [google drive](#).
What's next?

- Conclusion of National Dialogues in remaining countries and analysis of the survey and country reports
- World Data Forum
- Africa Hub - campaigning activity
- Development of data visualisations
- LNB data platform consultation
- Global Exchange meeting with Action for Sustainable Development, Johannesburg
  - Multi-stakeholder planning workshops

More information on the Partnership and activities related to Leave No One Behind, please visit: www.leavenoonebehind.global